TIN FUTURES
(MTIN)

- Trade the regional tin contract
- Arbitrage opportunities with the highly correlated
tin contract based on global prices
- Trade on Indonesia's fastest growing exchange
- Physical delivery on bonded logistic centre warehouse

“ A futures contract is the obligation to buy or sell a standard quantity of a specified commodity
(tin) on a set date in the future, at a fixed price agreed today. ICDX futures contracts provide its
members and those of the tin communities with an unparalleled opportunity to manage risks ”

Our Value Proposition

$
DIRECT MARKET ACCESS

COUNTERPARTY RISK MANAGEMENT

Buyers and sellers of tin
could easily trade through
our state-of-the-art trading platform

Indonesian Clearing House (ICH)
stands as your counterparty,
thereby mitigating counterparty default risk

STORAGE IN BONDED
LOGISTIC CENTRE WAREHOUSE
Indonesia’s latest government regulation
breakthrough provides storage in Bonded
Facilities for export commodities which
eliminates country risk

ACCESS TO TRADE FINANCING
Buyers and sellers of tin may seek financing
by collateralizing the tin stored in the bonded logistic centre
warehouse. Lower country risk means lower financing rate

CONVENIENT TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP
Tin seller will have to deliver
the transacted tin to the bonded logistic centre warehouse.
Buyers will be worry free as tin will be able to be exported anytime required

ICDX PRICE VS. VOLATILITY
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The volatility in tin prices throughout the years may create unrest for traders, hence to manage their risk,
ICDX tin futures contract can be used as follows:

Hedging
Tin Futures contract can be a useful financial

A short position is effectively forecasting that an

instrument to hedge against the swings of tin

asset price will fall.

prices. ICDX offers those at all stages of the tin

Let's say the smelter takes the short position on a

supply chain the opportunity to hedge their price

futures contract for 5,000 MT of tin at $19,800 per

risk and gain protection from adverse price

MT. If, on the expiry date of the contract, tin trades

movements.

at $19,500/MT, the smelter would have gained

Hedging is the process of offsetting the risk of price

$1,500,000. Although, since the smelter actually

movements in the physical market by locking in a

owns an amount of tin, the $1,500,000 has simply

price for the same commodity in the futures market.

offset the loss in value of his physical stock. Giving

When hedging, an organization starts with price risk

them the insurance against price fluctuation.

exposure from its physical operations, and will buy
or sell a futures contract to offset that price
exposure in the futures market. An organization can
decide on the amount of risk it is prepared to
accept. It may wish to eliminate price risk entirely.
As an example, a smelter who holds a large amount
of tin production might want to hedge his exposure
against the price of tin in the cash market. He can
do so by taking an equal but reverse position in the
futures market. If the spot price of tin falls in the
cash market, he will have protected himself by
taking the short position in the futures market.

“ ICDX offers those at all
stages of the tin supply
chain the opportunity to
hedge their price risk and
gain protection from
adverse price movements ”

In commodity trading someone taking a long

The benefits for individual investor
and traders

position will profit when the commodity price for a

1. Opportunity in tin price movement

given material rises. A long position is useful to

2. Arbitrage between market ICDX, LME, SHFE

Taking the long hedge

consumers wishing to lock in what they see as a

“ ICDX Tin Futures Trading

low price for a specific commodity.
An example could be an electronics company

time overlaps with several

wanting to lock in a futures price for tin in June
because he knows he will need to deliver a specific

tin markets throughout the

number of electronic product to his client by
September.

world. This presents an

If by September tin prices have risen, he will be at a
loss in the cash market since he has to pay more for

opportunity for arbitrageurs

the physical tin than he did in June.
However since he hedged his investment by taking

to earn a profit ”

the long position in the futures market, his loss in
the cash market is offset by his gain in the futures
market.
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Arbitrage Guide
ICDX Tin Futures Trading time overlaps with several tin markets throughout the world. This presents an opportunity
for arbitrageurs to earn a profit.
The highlighted areas marks the trading hours of each exchange and their respective contract.

Example:
ICDX Physical (TIN) contract size = 5 MT per lot
ICDX Futures (MTIN) contract size = 1 MT per lot
An arbitrageur finds that in Jun 2017 the price of Tin in the physical market (TIN)is around $19,500 per MT. on the
other hand, in the futures market, the price of Tin(MTIN) in Sept 2017 expiry contract is around $19,550 per MT. So,
the arbitrageur can buy 1 lot of TIN contract in the physical market and, simultaneously, sell 5 lot of MTIN contract in
the futures market.
At the time of expiry, the arbitrageur can settle the future trade by giving the delivery of physical tin at $19,550 per
MT. In this trade, the arbitrageur can make a profit of $250 ($50 per lot) before deducting the applicable charges.

TIN FUTURES CONTRACT SPECIFICATION
Contract Code

MTINMMYY

Contract Month

Spot month and 3 consecutive months after spot month

Contract Size

1 metric tonne/lot

Trading Hours

Monday - Friday, 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM, 6:00 PM - 7:00 PM (GMT+7)

Quality

Refers to quality of tin PB300 in ICDX physical tin market

Price Quotation

US Dollars per metric tonne

Minimum Price Fluctuation

5 US Dollar per tonne

Daily Price Limit

4% from ydsp

Settlement Price

Settlement price will be determined at the end of the trading
session (VWAP Last 5 min) and average of the settlement price in
the last 5 trading days for final settlement price
Membership

Last Trading Day

Last working day on the spot month

Deliverable Unit

Minimum 5 metric tonnes or a multiplication of 5 (five)

Delivery Points

Appointed bonded logistic centre warehouse

Delivery Notice Period

Every working day on the spot month based on the sellers option
(sellers call)

Exchange Futures for Physical

Parties who perform transactions to sell/buy tin outside of
the exchange may register it to the exchange for futures
transactions for both parties

Trading Mechanism

Continuous automatching

Margin Requirement

5% for futures and 20% for spot

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT US AT :
General

info@icdexchange.com

P: +62 21 3002 7788 F: +62 21 3002 7789
Research and Development
yoga@icdexchange.com

P: +62 21 3002 7788 ext 241
Business Development
dea@icdexchange.com

P: +62 21 3002 7788 ext 232
Membership
bagus.aprinanto@icdexchange.com

P: +62 21 3002 7788 ext 226

Disclaimer
@ICDX 2017
Indonesia Commodity and Derivatives Exchange (ICDX), Indonesia Clearing House (ICH), and ICDX Logistik Berikat (ILB) are corporate entities and are registered
under Indonesian Law.
subsidiaries including, without limitation, all patent, registered design, copyright, trademark, and service mark rights.
While reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of this publication to provide details that are accurate and not misleading at the time of publication ICDX,
ICH, and ILB and their respective agents (a) do not make any representations or warranties regarding the information contained herein, whether express or implied,
quality, completeness or timeliness of such information, and (b) shall not be responsible or liable for any third party’s use of any information contained herein under
any circumstances, including, without limitation, in connection with actual trading or otherwise or for any errors or omissions contained in this publication.
recommendation to acquire or dispose of any investment or to engage in any other transaction. This publication Is not intended for solicitation purposes but only
for use as general information. All descriptions, examples, and calculations contained in this publication are for illustrative purposes only.
process provided by ICH, should consider legal and regulatory requirements of those jurisdictions relevant to them, as well as the risks associated with such
products, before doing so.

